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Objective. The ‘Problematic Paper Screener’ (PPS, WCRI’22, https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2210.04895) 
supports the human re-assessment of scientific articles flagged as suspicious. The ‘tortured detector’ 
tabulates 12k papers containing tortured phrases: established scientific concepts paraphrased with 
synonyms, such as ‘butt-centric waterway’ for ‘anal canal.’ Some acronyms are even tortured, such as 
‘Convolutional Brain Organisation (CNN)’ for ‘Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).’ This abstract tackles the 
following task: discover and classify all acronyms from any given article: tortured or genuine. 
 
Method. First, we built a test collection by sampling 75 tortured articles in open access in engineering. The 
first author visually studied each article to highlight and extract all acronyms, each one was labelled as 
tortured or not. Second, we designed heuristics to classify acronyms probing initials (mis)match. Third, we 
benchmarked the algorithm’s output to compute recall and precision scores. 
 
Results. The publicly released test collection (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10014634) contains 975 
acronyms with 355 tortured and 53 suspects ones. Most tortured acronyms mismatch their initials (98%), 
genuine acronyms match their initials (97%), both may contain compounds and stop words. These statistics 
informed the designing of the classifier that yields 76% precision and 89% recall. Incremental failure analysis 
identifies false positives (e.g., examples given in brackets) and false negatives (i.e., matching acronym–
initials yet irrelevant). As a positive consequence, we extended the list of tortured phrases used by the PPS 
with 190 new tortured phrases (4%). This extended list now informs the detection of papers featuring 
tortured acronyms. 
 
Conclusion. The ‘acronym classifier’ allows the screening of incoming manuscripts or peer-reviewed articles 
and spot questionable passages. It as agnostic as it requires no prior knowledge of tortured acronyms already 
found. Publishers may add this screener in their editorial workflow, scientific sleuths can use it to screen 
articles for post-publication review. We welcome developers to use the test collection (and its foreseeable 
extended versions) to benchmark their own implementations and compare to the baseline performance 
reported in this WCRI abstract. 
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